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Abstract
Implementing cloud-native applications can be complex and challenging due to the breadth of the topic. A possibility to evaluate potential impacts from architectural characteristics on quality attributes could support the development and evolution of cloud-native applications. This work describes the Clounaq approach which aims to provide such a possibility. With the Clounaq tool software architectures can be modeled and evaluated based on a quality model which describes relationships between architectural characteristics and multiple quality aspects.
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1. Introduction
Cloud-native as a term has established itself in academia [1] and industry for describing applications and tooling that take advantage of the characteristics of modern cloud environments [2, 3]. However, cloud-native covers a broad range of aspects impeding a clear and commonly accepted understanding of the term. Nevertheless, many benefits are associated with cloud-native. Thus, our motivation is how developers can be supported in developing software in a cloud-native way. Regarding the type of applications, our focus is on enterprise applications [4], that means web applications implemented by organizations to serve their customers or to satisfy internal need. Furthermore, our approach is focused on the design time. Although we acknowledge that an unambiguous measurement of the quality of an application is only possible at runtime, we argue that evaluations should be possible at design time already. When potential impacts of certain architectural characteristics on quality aspects can be evaluated and investigated at design time, problems can be avoided early on and an application can be designed according to cloud-native concepts from the beginning.

Our support for designing and evaluating applications is provided in the form of 1) A quality model that structures design-time architectural characteristics of cloud-native applications according to higher level quality aspects, and 2) a web-based tool which enables the modeling and evaluation of software architectures based on the quality model. We named our approach
Clounaq which is short for Cloud-native architectural quality. After a short overview of the quality model, we specifically present the implementation in this work. While working on it, several challenges had to be considered which we list here in a structured way:

C1 Choosing a modeling approach and a suitable level of abstraction
C2 Including support for the integration with other approaches and tools
C3 Presenting information on modeling options and evaluation results in a meaningful way
C4 Handling the complexity of both the quality model and the architectural models
C5 Ensuring modifiability and extensibility of the tool

These challenges shaped the implementation of the approach and are the reasons for certain design decisions. Throughout this work we refer back to these challenges to highlight their causes or how they influenced the implementation. In section 2 we present the idea behind and the current state of the quality model. This serves as a foundation for the presentation of our tool in section 3, before we conclude our work in section 4.

2. Cloud-native Quality Model

The quality model for cloud-native software architectures provides the conceptual foundation for our approach. Its initial formulation is based on literature [5] and parts have been validated empirically based on a survey [3]. In essence, the quality model includes quality aspects which represent higher level quality attributes, product factors which represent architectural characteristics whose prevalence in an architecture can be measured, and impacts which describe how the presence of a product factor impacts different quality aspects. An exemplary factor is Service replication which captures the characteristic of replicating service instances across infrastructure entities. A replication of service instances is considered to have a positive impact on Time-behaviour, because requests can be served from replicas closest to the respective client. And it is considered to have a positive impact on Availability, because even if one instance becomes unavailable, another replica can still serve requests.

To now evaluate an application based on this product factor, the extent of replication needs to be measurable. Therefore measures are used which can quantify characteristics of an application at a specified level of abstraction (C1). The values of measures are interpreted through evaluations. For the example of service replication service replication level (based on [6]) is a measure that quantifies the average level of service replication. A possible evaluation for this could be that a value of 1 means no replication and therefore no impact on availability and time-behaviour. And a value between 1 and 3 could mean a low replication and thus a slightly positive impact on availability and time-behavior.

This is merely one example from the quality model. Because it tries to cover the breadth of the topic of cloud-native applications and multiple quality aspects in combination, the quality model itself has a certain complexity (C4). Furthermore, the quality model is not completely specified yet regarding the quantitative measures and evaluations. The aim is to develop the model further together with the tool based on the application of our approach to different use cases.

https://r0light.github.io/cna-quality-model/
3. Clounaq Tool

The Clounaq tool\(^3\) is the implementation of our quality evaluation approach. An overview of its main parts is provided in fig. 1 which is discussed more in detail in the following subsections.

![Figure 1: The internal design of the clounaq tool and corresponding views.](image)

3.1. Functionality

The three main parts of the tool are accessible through different tabs (see right side of fig. 1):

**Quality Model Tab** This tab shows the quality model as described in section 2 with all product factors and quality aspects. Because of the complexity of the model (C4), it is possible to filter the shown quality aspects by their common high-level aspects or by different implementation aspects. Furthermore, to tackle C3, when a factor is selected, additional information is presented in a details section and related literature is linked.

**Modeling Tab(s)** For each created or imported software architecture model a new modeling tab is added. Therefore it is possible to work on multiple models at the same time. The initial modeling prototype which is now integrated in this tab was presented by Dürr and Lichtenthäler [7]. In that work, we also considered different modeling options (C1) and decided to build on the TOSCA standard [8] because of its extensibility. Therefore we created a TOSCA profile that defines the different entity types required to model architectures of cloud-native applications and to evaluate them. With the decision for TOSCA it is in general possible to import models created with our tool also in other tools (C2) which support the TOSCA standard (e.g. Winery [9]). Currently, only an import and export for our TOSCA extension and for a custom JSON format is supported, but a mapping to formats of Infrastructure as Code (IaC)\(^3\) is possible.

\(^3\)https://clounaq.de
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tools could also be implemented. The modeling itself uses a graphical notation taking into account principles [10] for clarity and understandability (tackling C3). Additionally, also for the architectural models filters are available for temporarily focusing only on certain entities (C4).

**Evaluation Tab** In this tab, an architectural model can be selected for evaluation. For the product factors the values of specified measures are calculated and interpreted based on specified evaluations. With these evaluations, in turn, the quality aspects are evaluated and the results are presented with details so the user can comprehend their calculation (C3). Furthermore, either the perspective of product factors or of quality aspects can be selected (C4).

### 3.2. Implementation

The tool is implemented as a Single Page Application (SPA) using Typescript and Vue.js. It runs entirely in the browser of the user and does not have an additional backend. This design is intentional to simplify hosting (it is currently hosted using Github Pages) and support the reproducibility of our approach. Accordingly, it is open source and available at Github⁴, meaning that it can also be modified according to own needs (C5). Internally, the application is structured in four main parts represented by folders underneath src (see also fig. 1): In **core**, the entities are implemented as plain classes, but with a flexible properties attribute that is filled based on the underlying TOSCA extension. Therefore, properties can be specified only in TOSCA and the tool automatically adopts them. Furthermore, the quality model is specified in plain JSON and can be modified as such (C5) with changes being reflected in the tool. In **qualitymodel**, the quality model tab is implemented, solely depending on the specification of the model in **core**. Similarly, **evaluation** includes the code for the evaluation tab, depending solely on the code in **core** to evaluate a System entity based on the specified quality model and implemented measures and evaluations. Finally, **modeling** provides the modeling tab implementation based on JointJS. For each entity, a diagramming shape is specified and the properties editor dynamically includes the properties of each entity type.

### 3.3. Development Roadmap

The tool is in active development. While the modeling functionality and the visualization of the quality model are considered done, the evaluation functionality is being worked on: Specifically, additional measure calculations need to be defined and implemented. Where applicable, this also means additional properties need to be added to entities so that measures can be calculated. Finally, the evaluation tab should display all such relevant information in a structured way (C3).

### 4. Conclusion

This work presents the current state of the tool. However, it is refined in parallel with the overall approach. The tool enables the practical application of the approach, so that it can be tested and improved. Through quality evaluation results, useful features or required changes for the tool are uncovered. We therefore expect an ongoing development of both the approach and the tool when applying them to use cases, as we plan to do in future work.

⁴https://github.com/r0light/cna-quality-tool
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